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🐾 Welcome to the official monthly newsletter of The BarkMore Resort,
your go-to destination for tail-wagging adventures and pampered pet
experiences! Get ready to dive into a world of wagging tails, furry fun,
and exclusive updates from our cozy canine haven. Each month, we'll
fetch you the latest news, upcoming events, and heartwarming stories
straight from the paws of our furry guests. Whether you're a loyal guest
or a curious newcomer, join us as we embark on a journey filled with
wagging tails, wet noses, and endless smiles.  Let's bark up the right tree
together and make every day a treat-filled adventure for our beloved
four-legged pals! Stay tuned for all the bark-tastic tales and tail-wagging
adventures that await at The BarkMore Resort! 🐾

Howl You Doing?
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Upcoming
Daycare Events

Bark News

Introducing Our Paw-some Monthly Newsletter:
Your Gateway to Tail-Wagging Updates and

Pawsitively Exciting News!
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February Contest Recap: Lucky Pup Raffle
Winner Revealed!"

🐾 Throughout the month of February, we hosted a contest offering our
cherished canine guests the opportunity to accumulate entries for a
raffle drawing held on February 29th. Participants had various avenues
to accrue multiple entries, thereby enhancing their prospects of being
selected as the fortunate winner. The recipient will be awarded an 8x10
portrait of their beloved companion, valued at over $200. Crafted by
commissioned artist Kristen Baker, this exquisite graphite drawing will
capture the unique likeness and personality of our winner. We are
delighted to announce our esteemed winner: ACE!!!   It seems to be
Ace’s month as he is also our March dog of the month! 🐾



🐾 Introducing our latest Dog of the Month, the fur-tastic
Ace! This pupper extraordinaire has stolen our hearts with
his wag-tastic charm, boundless energy, and endless
cuddles. Ace is the ultimate canine superstar. Let's give a
round of appaws for our top dog of the month!   Ace has
been ruling the roost as a proud member of the BarkMore
Pack since March 2022! With every tail wag and playful
romp, Ace brings an extra dose of pawsitivity to our pack.
Ace is the ultimate pool pooch, making a splash with his
love for water play! Whether he’s diving into the pool with
boundless enthusiasm or leading the chase with a spirited
game of 'Catch Me If You Can,' Ace's playful spirit keeps the
fun flowing wherever he goes. Let the games begin!🐾

Paws-itively Pawsome Pooch of the Month

Get tails wagging with a Doggy Easter Egg
Hunt – Enrichment Fun at Home!

     While we prioritize enrichment activities during
daycare, it's equally important to integrate enrichment
into your dog's home environment. This ensures your
furry friend can thrive and be their absolute best, both
mentally and physically.
     Providing enrichment is vital for the overall well-
being of our canine companions. It encourages them
to indulge in their innate behaviors, such as sniffing,
playing, digging, running, exploring, and socializing.
Enrichment enables dogs to fully embrace their
natural instincts and lead fulfilling lives.  Get your pup
in on the Easter fun by organizing a personalized egg
hunt just for them!

     Scatter their beloved treats or toys discreetly
throughout your home or fenced yard for an exciting
adventure. Once you've stashed away toys and treats,
cheer on your furry friend as they embark on their search!
Celebrate each discovery with praise. For an extra twist of
tail-wagging fun, employ plastic Easter eggs to hold their
treasures. Just remember to keep tabs on all the hiding
spots!  After your pup uncovers an egg, you can either
open it to reveal the tasty treats inside or offer a reward
for detecting the enticing scent within. Make sure to keep
close tabs so that your furry pal does not eat the plastic
egg!
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Meet Our Pawsome Team Member!
🐾 Get ready to meet the stars behind the scenes of our paw-some doggy
daycare! In our Employee Spotlight, we shine a spotlight on the incredible
individuals who dedicate their days to making tails wag and ensuring every pup
feels right at home. Join us as we celebrate their passion, dedication, and love
for our furry guests.
       Drumroll, please! This month, all eyes are on Kristina as we shine the
spotlight on her incredible dedication and passion for pampering our furry
friends. From tail wags to belly rubs, Kristina goes above and beyond to ensure
every pup's day is filled with joy and tail-wagging fun. Join us as we celebrate
Kristina's unwavering commitment to making our doggy daycare a home away
from home for all our beloved canine companions.🐾


